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 verses: yet in the harmonies there are some harsh effects
 to svhich we cannot reconcile ourselves- as, for example
 in the fifth bar, where the Di (although undoubtedly a
 passing-note) leaves off and recommences on the chord of
 E major, to which the third is only added on its repetition.
 In the third bar of page 2 the quavers C D in the accom-
 paniment are evidently a misprint for C B; but these
 should be altered. There is, however, some capital writing
 in this song, the words of which have been well studied by
 the composer. Mr. Langridge's verses are thoughtfully
 set by Miss blacirone; but " Dreams" is by no means
 a sorlg appealing to "gushing" vocalists. Commencing
 " dreamily" with a simple theme in D minor, well har-
 monised, the change to the tonic major, with the arpeggio
 accompaniment, is an extremely happy point; and throllgh-
 out the song the varied feeling of the poetry is faithfully
 reflected in the music. The long-sustained F on page 3,
 svith the changinffl harmonies, is most effective; and at the
 conclusion the dying-off of the leading phrase upon the
 fifth of the tonic harmony is in true sympathy with the
 words.

 Etisodes. I, Prelude; 2, Resolution; 3, Vesper Hymn;
 4, Romance; 5, Never more; 6, Victory; 7, Sunny Morn;
 8, Intermezzo; 9, Fare ye well. By Frederick Westlake.

 [Stanley Lucas, Weber & Co.]

 THE titles of these little Sketches will sufliciently indicate
 their character; but it is a real pleasure to say that, apart
 from their excessive appropriateness, they are instinct with
 true poetical feeling, and reflective of an artistic power
 which leads us to hope that their composer will some day
 produce works of higher importance. We can imagine that
 the "Vesper Hymn," "Romance,7' and "Sunny Morn"
 may be the most popular of the group of pieces; but,
 charming as they undoubtedly are, to the musical listener,
 " Resolution," " Never more," and " Fare ye well" will
 appeal perhaps even more powerfully. The delicacy and
 refinement which characterise these compositions are by
 no means their sole recommendation- for they are all
 extremely melodious- and although brief, as carefully
 finished and complete in design as pieces of far greater pre-
 tension. Pianists will encounter but small executive diffi-
 culties in the performance of Mr. Westlake's " Episodes * "
 but the perception of their meaning is not to be grasped by
 mere " passage players; " and to the comparatively few,
 therefore, who have cultivated their mind to the utterance
 of a composer's thoughts through their fingers, ure alone
 commend these unpretentious musical miniatures.

 The Major and Minor Scales: Octsves, Sixths and
 TZzErds (or Tenths). With the fingering so marked that
 they may be easily and quickly learned. By Alfred
 Whittingham. tw Reeves.]

 THE position of the third finger in scale practice is
 undoubtedly of the utmost importance; but whether the
 principle of writing the note upon which this finger falls
 larger than the rest (a plan adopted throughout Mr.
 Whittingham's little book) is a good one we cannot but
 think open to serious question. We here see too, after the
 commencement of each scale, only the third finger marked;
 and as young pupils never think, there can be little doubt
 that in the very first scale down will go the third finger
 upon F. The author will of course tell us that the master
 will explain the principles which are very tersely elucidated
 in the preface; but young people can only play xvhat they
 see before them; and when they see no finger placed over
 a note they will put down any one they please, until the
 teacher, worn out with endeavouring to force a theory upon
 a child who can only take in facts, will, in self-defence
 mark the fingering in pencil throughout the scales. Prac-
 tical teachers svill no doubt agree with us in this opinion
 but every credit is due to Mr. Whittingham for his laud-
 able endeavourtoconvertajuvenile pianist'sdailydrudgery
 into a pleasing study.

 Six Four-part Songs. Composed by Fanny Hensel (ltee
 Mendelssohn) . [Novello, Ewer and Co.]

 THESE songs, by Mendelssohn's sister, are already
 known to most lovers of part-music * but their publication
 in " Novello's Part-Son Book" wiil no doubt even more
 widely extend their popularity. Gifted with a rare talent
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 the tonic major, the Chorus is introduced with admirable
 effect, especially where it leads back to the minor, on the
 words, " Alas ! 'twas but a dream ! " The Trio, " The day
 is o'er," which ends the Cantata (preceded by a brief
 Recitative), derives much of its effect from the triplet
 accompaniment, the cessation of which, on the phrase
 " A sweet farewell to ye ! " may be citel as an excellent
 point. All the Choruses are written in three parts-two
 soprani and alto-and as they never exceed a moderate
 compass in either direction, they will require only fresh
 voices and an average knowledge of music to ensure effect.
 The accompaniments, too, although in parts demanding a
 light touch and a sympathetic player, are quite within the
 reach of even juvenile performers; and with all these
 attractive qualities we may safely predict that the " Water-
 Fairies " will attain high rank amongst the fesv xvorks
 composed solely for female voices, and available f'or
 " home concerts."

 Szite: Prelude, Mazurka, Scherzo, and March, for
 Pianoforte. Composed by Agnes Zimmermann.

 tNovello, Ewer and Co.]

 NOT only by her original pieces, but by her many arrange-
 ments from the works of the great masters, Miss Zimmer-
 mann has so thoroughly shown her sympathy with the
 classical forms of the art, that a " Suite " for pianoforte alone
 might naturally be expected from her pen, especially
 encouraged, as she might reasonably be, by the success of her
 previous composition of the same character for pianoforte,
 sviolin, and violoncello. It must be remembered, too, that in
 selecting a title used by the best writers of a past age, it
 is by no means necessary to do more than adhere to the
 model they have bequeathed to us; for a modern " Suite"
 may reflect modern musical feeling, even as Beethoven
 strictly adhered to the name " Sonata" whilst giving forth
 his ripest and most recondite musical thoughts. C minor
 is the key chosen by Miss Zimmermann for the central
 point around which her several movements are grouped;
 and a Prelude-which sounds, as it should do, like the
 extempore effusion of a cultivated artist-appropriately
 sntroduces a Mazurka in E flat, the leading theme of
 vrhichX rendered doubly attractive by a persistent figure in
 the bass, is thoroughly in the spirit of the old dance; the
 Trio, in G$ minor (enharmonically, of course, the sub-
 dominant minor), being in excellent contrast with the
 principal subject. The Scherzo, in G minor and major, is
 light and fanciful in the extreme, the passages of imitation
 adding much life to the movement, and the legato melody
 in the major key, giving just that repose which seems
 necessary before the re-entry of the original theme. The
 March, in C minor, is sufficiently vigorous to justify
 its title, and is indeed an excellent specimen of writing
 throughout; the Trio, in G major havinffl a tranquil sub-
 ject which fits in most appropriateiy with the design of the
 movement, the vigorous termination of which brings this
 clever "Suite" to an end with admirable eSect. We
 sincerely hope that Miss Zimmermann's labours in the
 cause of hea]thy art nvill be amply acknowledged by the
 performance and circulation of this piece amongst the
 higher class of pianists, for which, both by its classical
 character and its executive difficulties, it is especially
 designed.

 The Emigrbz1l t's Song. iFour-part Song. Words by
 Campbell.

 Cavalry sa?Zg. Part-song for mixed voices. Words by
 Sydney Dobell.

 Dtetns. Song. Written by Frederick Langridge.
 Composed by C. A. Macirone.

 [Hutchings and Romer.]

 As a composer of the modern part-song Miss Macirone
 has already made a name which will always ensure her a
 welcome; and these tnvo contributions from her pen-
 both written for mixed voices-will no doubt speedily find
 a place in the rQertoire of our fast-increasing Choral
 Societies. Of the two we prefer the " Emigrant's Song,"
 the bold subject of which is admirably suited to the words.
 Two or three excellent points are made by the entry of the
 voices-in imitation; and the harmonies throughout are
 unexceptionable. The "Cavalry Song'1 has a martial
 theme sufficiently appropriate to the character of the
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 The accompaniments, too, although in parts demanding a
 light touch and a sympathetic player, are quite within the
 reach of even juvenile performers; and with all these
 attractive qualities we may safely predict that the " Water-
 Fairies " will attain high rank amongst the fesv xvorks
 composed solely for female voices, and available f'or
 " home concerts."
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 NOT only by her original pieces, but by her many arrange-
 ments from the works of the great masters, Miss Zimmer-
 mann has so thoroughly shown her sympathy with the
 classical forms of the art, that a " Suite " for pianoforte alone
 might naturally be expected from her pen, especially
 encouraged, as she might reasonably be, by the success of her
 previous composition of the same character for pianoforte,
 sviolin, and violoncello. It must be remembered, too, that in
 selecting a title used by the best writers of a past age, it
 is by no means necessary to do more than adhere to the
 model they have bequeathed to us; for a modern " Suite"
 may reflect modern musical feeling, even as Beethoven
 strictly adhered to the name " Sonata" whilst giving forth
 his ripest and most recondite musical thoughts. C minor
 is the key chosen by Miss Zimmermann for the central
 point around which her several movements are grouped;
 and a Prelude-which sounds, as it should do, like the
 extempore effusion of a cultivated artist-appropriately
 sntroduces a Mazurka in E flat, the leading theme of
 vrhichX rendered doubly attractive by a persistent figure in
 the bass, is thoroughly in the spirit of the old dance; the
 Trio, in G$ minor (enharmonically, of course, the sub-
 dominant minor), being in excellent contrast with the
 principal subject. The Scherzo, in G minor and major, is
 light and fanciful in the extreme, the passages of imitation
 adding much life to the movement, and the legato melody
 in the major key, giving just that repose which seems
 necessary before the re-entry of the original theme. The
 March, in C minor, is sufficiently vigorous to justify
 its title, and is indeed an excellent specimen of writing
 throughout; the Trio, in G major havinffl a tranquil sub-
 ject which fits in most appropriateiy with the design of the
 movement, the vigorous termination of which brings this
 clever "Suite" to an end with admirable eSect. We
 sincerely hope that Miss Zimmermann's labours in the
 cause of hea]thy art nvill be amply acknowledged by the
 performance and circulation of this piece amongst the
 higher class of pianists, for which, both by its classical
 character and its executive difficulties, it is especially
 designed.

 The Emigrbz1l t's Song. iFour-part Song. Words by
 Campbell.

 Cavalry sa?Zg. Part-song for mixed voices. Words by
 Sydney Dobell.

 Dtetns. Song. Written by Frederick Langridge.
 Composed by C. A. Macirone.

 [Hutchings and Romer.]

 As a composer of the modern part-song Miss Macirone
 has already made a name which will always ensure her a
 welcome; and these tnvo contributions from her pen-
 both written for mixed voices-will no doubt speedily find
 a place in the rQertoire of our fast-increasing Choral
 Societies. Of the two we prefer the " Emigrant's Song,"
 the bold subject of which is admirably suited to the words.
 Two or three excellent points are made by the entry of the
 voices-in imitation; and the harmonies throughout are
 unexceptionable. The "Cavalry Song'1 has a martial
 theme sufficiently appropriate to the character of the
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